Predicting readers' diagnostic accuracy with a new CAD algorithm.
Before computer-aided detection (CAD) algorithms can be used in clinical practice, they must be shown to improve readers' diagnostic accuracy over their unaided performance. This is usually accomplished through a large multireader, multicase (MRMC) clinical trial. It is burdensome, however, for an MRMC study to be performed with each new release of a CAD algorithm. The aim of this report is to present an approach for building models to predict readers' accuracy with a new CAD algorithm. A modeling approach for predicting readers' results with a new CAD algorithm is described. Multiple-variable logistic regression was used to build models for readers' sensitivity and false-positive rate, given the results of an MRMC study with an older CAD algorithm and the stand-alone performance results of a new CAD algorithm. Data from a large lung MRMC CAD trial are used to illustrate the modeling approach and test the ability of the models to predict readers' accuracy with the new CAD algorithm. The model overestimated the readers' actual sensitivity with the new CAD algorithm, but this did not reach statistical significance (0.621 vs 0.603, P = .147). The observed and predicted false-positive rates also did not differ significantly (0.275 vs 0.285, P = .250). Using one clinical study as a test case, it is shown that the modeling approach is feasible. More testing of the approach is needed to determine if and under what circumstances it can be used as an alternative to a full-scale MRMC study. Meanwhile, the approach can be used to determine if a new CAD algorithm is likely to improve readers' accuracy before embarking on a full-scale MRMC study.